CASE STUDY: WABTEC

The success of a Lean change programme
depends completely on the number of
employees
reached.
The
more
transformational the need, particularly if
existing practices are deeply embedded,
the more important it is to ensure that
everyone receives the guidance and
support they need to make real strides
forward into Lean practices.
And sometimes that training and support
needs to happen fast – across hundreds of
employees at once. Delivery schedules or
even basic commercial considerations can
mean that you need a “big bang”.
Our “Lean Champion” process solves both
these problems as you would expect: by
using A2B Excellence’s bespoke training
services to train your nominated in-house
team with all the tools and knowledge they
need to spread best practice throughout
your organisation – to become “Lean
Champions”.

DISCOVER YOUR IN-HOUSE HEROES
AND EMPOWER THEM TO DELIVER
But not everyone is a natural trainer; and
even those who are might not know it!
A2B Excellence’s highly practical, hands-on
programme provides a comprehensive
foundation for new facilitators in developing
and delivering Lean training.

LEAN CHAMPION

PROGRAMME
Participants acquire all the skills they need to
understand Lean objectives based on the
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individual learning through an examination
• Ideal Precursor to Lean
of learning styles and to adapt their
• Low-tech, great results!
approach and delivery style to interact with
and motivate trainees with greater
confidence.
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of a course. In this way, absolute and
guaranteed knowledge transfer is ensured.
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THE CHALLENGE
Wabtec’s richly deserved reputation for
craftsmanship has led to several new contracts,
including the Greater Anglia 3-2-1 fleet
refurbishment project. However, because delivery
was reliant on non-repeatable processes, it was
becoming economically unviable. Efficiencies
were required to significantly slash the time taken
to deliver a refurbished train – but without sidelining
Wabtec’s artisan skills.
Furthermore, the practices required for this stepchange in productivity would have to happen
without losing highly professional staff to competitors
(the Midlands is home to the UK rail industry, and
prestige projects like HS2 have created ample
demand for talented staff). We were invited by
Wabtec and partners Eversholt Rail Group to
recommend a roadmap to improvement.

OUR SOLUTION
Wabtec had been filling its resource gaps with
expensive overtime on demand; which would
be unsustainable in the long term. Rather than
recommending a set of potentially expensive
operational restructures, our approach was to
recognise that the business had not identified the
root causes of inefficiency. We demonstrated that
whilst a Lean Transformation project would be the
ultimate goal, this would only be successful with
a deep quantification of current performance to
independently measure process efficiency. Only
then could managers and teams discuss possible
improvements in an impartial way to develop Leaner
working practices. Plus, with better visibility, we
felt that quick-win improvements would become
apparent without further upheaval.
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WHAT WE DID
Our Principal Consultant created a standardised
daily performance capture system, using the best of
KEY
COURSE OUTCOMES
existing Lean practice but customised to account
for Wabtec’s existing on-the-ground processes and
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operational
constraints.
In this
way,
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course will:


Confidently deliver effective training
sessions



Know how to select and use visual aids
effectively to support training sessions



Be prepared to overcome difficult
situations or problems which can occur
during training sessions

and how to use them
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RESULTS
In a two month engagement, we demonstrated
that over 50% of The
lost hours
(planned
activities which
Solution
for…
ultimately could not be executed) were not on
the management radar, and thus were pouring
away value. With our data capture system and
 Rapid transformational change
daily, weekly and periodic reports, we gave the
management team the information they needed to
 aLean
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build
‘Mission
Control’ to drive
change.
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Deep process change is hard. However, by surfacing
and analysing data, we helped Engineering and
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increase in efficiency and profitability.
 Resolving ingrained bad practice

Understand how to impartially and
usefully evaluate the effectiveness of
training against pre-determined Lean
outcomes
BENEFITS



• Rapid efficiency improvements
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• Easy, turnkey benchmarking
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• An environment for engaged change rather than
 Management and line management
top-down/mandated change

looking to deploy Lean change
effectively
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WORK WITH A2B
A2B Excellence is devoted to building highperformance teams which meet both the
expectations of the business and the career
ambitions of team members. We help people at all
levels to work together to get their projects over the
line, creating efficiency, productivity, and happier
workplaces. Our work has been independently
validated to save thousands of man-days and
millions of pounds.
We’re an award-winning team with over 30 years’
facilitation experience in complex and challenging
employee environments across the private, public
and mixed sectors. Our work has been recognised
with awards from the Chartered Institute of
Professional Development and three consecutive
global awards for employee engagement. We are
only too pleased to help, so get in touch to find out
how we can help you achieve more with the team
you already have.

A2B joined our collaborative support
team on GA 3-2-1, alongside PwC,
and showed great flexibility and client
understanding in working around
Wabtec’s operational challenges
and priorities. They have delivered
an essential foundation intervention,
which has given us the insight
and evidence base to build Lean
efficiencies for the next evolution of
our business.
Chris Jenner, Programme Manager,
Eversholt Rail Group
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